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I. Writing: 原因連接詞/原因介係詞 

1. This project is dedicated to my family. It was their encouragement and support 
that have brought me the confidence and courage to confront all the obstacles. 
Without them, I could not have accomplished my studies in the United States. 
Sol: I could accomplish my studies in the United States only __________ my 
family; they encouraged and supported me. 

 
2. With her patience, advice, and professional knowledge, I successfully completed 

the project everyone regarded as “mission impossible.” 
Sol: ____________ of my patience, advice and professional knowledge, I 
successfully completed the project everyone regarded as “mission impossible.” 

 
3. Oil prices in the international market have surged __________ high that both 

Taiwan’s manor petroleum corporations raised gasoline process last week. 
 
4. Wandering in herds and usually led by a cow in the wild, elephants – the largest 

land mammals alive nowadays – are gregarious animals, yet some are excluded 
from the group and live alone ___________ they are belligerent. 
 

5. Wandering in herds and usually led by a cow in the wild, elephants – the largest 
land mammals alive nowadays – are gregarious animals, yet some are excluded 
from the group and live alone __________ their belligerence. 
 

6. Lots of people, especially females, are unhappy either with their weight or body 
shape or both, _____________ fitness centers have appeared in large numbers and 
losing weight seems to have become a fashion craze. 
 

7. Almost every year, typhoons hit the island of Taiwan during the summer and fal 
months ____________ the location of Taiwan. 
 

8. Tobacco smoking has been proved a main cause of lung diseases, such as lung 



cancer, _____________ some heavy smokers have become increasingly aware 
that it’d better to quit the habit for the sake of their health. 
 

9. Some scientists believe that preserving forests is a top priority, ____________ 
forests provide plant and animal species with habitats. (for/ because/ since, as) 
 

10. Due to the factory’s dumping of toxic pollutants into nearby rivers, _________ 
people drinking the water from the rivers got sick and gave birth to babies either 
with mental disorders or physical disabilities.  
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